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Fall Music Concert
The Marquette Choir is proud to 

present a fall music concert on Mon
, October 15th, 2    day,      

This event will take plac in the Fr
Kruse Parish Center
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. Noah Cornelius, the choir will Mr
be showcasing many popular pieces 
such as “This is Me” and “A
Dreams” from the popular movie 
The Greatest Showman, and “My 
Shot” from Hamilton. Come enjoy 
these modern, pop culture songs 
with your ears open and your hearts 
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mentary snacks and drinks will be 
handed out to those that donate! If 
you are able, please consider giving 
the gift of life.
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verie SievAAv  
The month of September was 

Action month. National Hunger 
The United States wastes billions of 
pounds of food each year
millions of people across the nation 
go hungry every day

Hunger Action 
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many parts.”- 1 Corinthians 12:12.  
s 6th-12th grade Marquette Catholic’

students have taken this bible verse 
and made it the theme of the 2018-

As stewards in our . 2019 school year
community and school we have to 
work together regardless of our dif
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Are One Body
designed by every student in 6th 
through 12th grade; every person 
received their own piece, wrote their 
name, and drew objects or words to 
describe their talents on it. Objects 
such as basketballs, volleyballs, 

These symbols are meant to board. 
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go hungry every day
month of September people from 

hunger across the nation, raising 
funds or gathering donations for 
people in need. In light of this, the 
Marquette Student Council hosted 
a food drive and necessary supplies 
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     For one week, boxes labelled 
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where they will be used to battle 
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This is represented by the bulletin 
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The board contains a . entryway
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piece is unique and was specially 
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falling to the students by a score 
of 15-14. Once completed students 
returned to the school and were able 
to enjoy a healthy snack of carrots 
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Honor Society

The Family Fun Days are an 

Fantastic “Family Fun Day”
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Those students included Kambree 
, Quinton SchwagerSchwager

, aidrian Schwager r, WWaidrian Schwager
, Miranda Peters, Jebadiah Schwager

and Brooklynn Moore. 
The interactive activity for this 

month was ultimate kickball, where 
two balls are rolled in play simul

, and two k    taneously,      
opposite base paths. 
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